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Wylde Mountain Bike Track 

 

Location: Cecil Hills       Completed: September 2014 

Client: Western Sydney Parklands Trust      

Co-Ordinated Landscapes were awarded the Design and Construct contract for this project 

after a tender process and were engaged by the client along with other consultants to 

further develop initial design concepts. This process required design meetings, concept 

drawings and shop drawings for approval. The end result was a comprehensive functional 

space with some key specialised elements which created a unique Precinct facilitating the 

activities of mountain bikers and their families.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements for this project included the co-ordination, design and construction of:  3 tiered 

carparks, sculptural folded coreten walls, custom galvanised steel decks and bridges. The 

project also included bollards, bike racks & furniture, gabion walls to the carparks, entry 

signage and soft landscaping. 

Co-Ordinated Landscapes worked alongside the Mountain Bike track designer and the core-

ten shelter fabricators who were contracted directly to WSPT, to ensure wherever possible 

efficiencies were found and communication was maintained for the benefit of the overall 

project. 
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The core-ten walls are folded core-ten steel fixed to a core-filled concrete block wall. The 

fixings were custom designed for this project and had to accommodate the folds on 3 

planes as per the final design concept. The deisgn had to ensuring bike riders could traverse 

these walls safely whilst still ensuring the finish was robust. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the project included design and construct elements in the core-ten walls and some 

bridges and decks, Co-Ordinated Landscapes were responsible for initiating the design 

process, chairing design meetings to ensure a balance between the Landscape Architects 

vision and the client’s needs were met. It was valuable to have two Co-Ordinated 

Landscape’s employees with landscape architecture skills and a client who was practical 

and knew their users and vision. 

A challenging and very rewarding project the Wylde Mountain Bike Track has been 

extremely popular with the growing number of Mountain bikers. 

 

 

 

 

  


